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As we approach the 10th anniversary of the harrowing day that was
9/11, the art world has started to pay respects and channel the
turmoil into compositions. This is just the case with Ethan’s People.
Currently very few plays have been produced with this theme, thus
allowing this production to shine through the clouds.

An account of the emotional aftermath of 9/11 is the main plot thrust
of this moving play. The story orbits two New Jersey suburban couples
that are engrossed in each other’s lives and are penetrated by the
"accident." The best friend foursome are interconnected and torn
apart as the play takes its course.

Six-year-old Ethan acts as the centerfold of guilt and hope for the
whole cast as he reads a nursery rhyme at school that he has written
revealing his inner disturbance from this terrorist strike described to
him by his father.

The first husband, Sam, played by the striking Daniel Fox, vacillates between being the emotional rollercoaster of the
play and tender husband to Janice and doting father of Ethan. His turmoil and plight are felt pervasively through his
slow speech as his whorled existence completely comes undone.

The young actor Fox gives a performance that is raw and adeptly disturbing as he moves through scenes in his home,
to an unaccounted for hotel room and into a child psychiatrist’s rooms. The second husband, played by Luis Alberto
Gonzalez, gives a skillful unemotional account of the ordinary suburban spouse interested in sports and the weekend.

Sam’s wife, Janice, who is played by Chloe Lenihan, intelligently retains her composure throughout the play by faking
her unaffectedness. Her art world snobbery and impassivity reflects as a perfect balance on stage to her husband. Her
over-controlling personality kicks in hard as Sam constantly disappears on her, making her desire to piece together a
broken life her new project.

The other wife, Gwen, is played by Missy Hernandez whose wretched sadness is felt in her dreamy emotional display
of loss throughout her performance. A coalesce of acting skills give a riveting discharge of devastation.

All of this builds up to an emotional and broken-hearted exemplum of the pain
and suffering that resulted from two planes flying into two cloned buildings on
a revered island called Manhattan. This terrifying moment of horror is still
globally remembered and forms part of a worldwide cry against terrorism.

Artists -- specifically playwrights and directors -- who want to utilize an event
or occurrence as tragic as the September 11th attacks generally allow time to
elapse between their personal use of the material and the actual event. This is



catastrophe. evident whilst looking at post-holocaust theater and potentially post-Mumbai
attack theater. The art should allow breathing space, given time to be less

insolent.

This play takes tragedy and terrible misfortune and shows audiences how the ordinary man and woman deal with a
glaring catastrophe. It is a bold and exalted piece of work that is so rightly pertinent to the times, reminding
audiences that tribulation is surely amongst us as a human race but the technique for dealing with all such issues can
only be in some endurance of the pain and possibly an acceptance of the self.

Some ways of dealing include the incredible support groups across the globe and remembrances for the emergency
service workers. The "9/11 Patch Project" is still underway with the message of "We Will Never Forget" as part of the
10-year anniversary. The project encourages support and the wearing of a fireman patch on your clothes or bag.

"Ethan’s People" was written by award-winning Delaware playwright Richard L. Gaw, known for his Best Play honors
at the Delaware State Theatre festivals. He has authored plays that have been produced across the U.S., and has won
numerous awards at both state and regional levels.

The playwright has the following to say about the work: "Ethan’s People is about the delicacy of flowers in a back
yard, revelations in a hotel room, a boy’s little poem and grief, anger, denial and acceptance -- emotions that we all
endure, grow from and live through."

At the director’s helm sits Rose Ginsburg who has collaborated with Gaw on his previous work, "Hourglass." This play
is part of the Midtown International Theatre Festival, now in its 12th year.

"Ethan’s People" plays through July 31 at The Dorothy Strelsin Theatre, 312 W. 36th Street. Tickets $18. For tickets
visit https://www.ovationtix.com/trs/pr/834685
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